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SPECIAL COLOURS ask your account manager for a price - prices vary

NEON COLOURS ask your account manager for a price

PLEASE NOTE: 
Neon colours are all 
semi-opaque. They are 
only available as single 
colours (not as part of 
an effect).

Filter by:  PLEASE NOTE: ALL COLOURS AND NAMES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY AND DO NOT GUARANTEE AN EXACT MATCH

http://instagram.com/dmsvinyl
http://facebook.com/dmsvinyl
http://twitter.com/dmsvinyl
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Chart not viewing properly? Click HERE to view online (mobile friendly).C L I C K  H E R E  F O R  D I S C L A I M E R S

Works beautifully Production limitations.  Please contact your Account Manager for more info Not available

https://indd.adobe.com/view/09deb968-a135-4f5d-9697-ad84eb97ffcb
http://instagram.com/dmsvinyl
http://facebook.com/dmsvinyl
http://twitter.com/dmsvinyl
https://api.discmanufacturingservices.com/storage/section-downloads/776/DMS-Vinyl-Colour-Effect-Chart-2023.pdf
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Eco-mix vinyl is pressed using 100% recycled compound, made from leftover materials from other pressings. Specific colours cannot be requested and the final colour of your records will 
depend entirely on the mix of compound colours available at the time. The range of colours can vary from bright reds, blues and yellows to dark greens and browns. Think back to your 
childhood and the colours achieved when you mushed playdoh together or mixed several paint colours with one brush. One of the most appealing factors of this option, aside from being 
more eco-friendly and cheaper, is that each record is totally unique with a marbling effect and colours that can change across the pressing run.

Chart not viewing properly? Click HERE to view online (mobile friendly).
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EFFECT #1 - SPECKLES/SPLATTERS
The base colour can be either solid or transparent, however for best results the splatters should generally be 
chosen from one of the solid colours. You can use up to 3 splatter colours. 
Unfortunately, this is not available on heavy weight 7”. Black and dark solid colours as the base can absorb 
splatter colours and for best results use a transparent base.
Please note that speckles can appear on top of the label artwork, obscuring it slightly, the tolerance is 
100mm2 total surface area affected, providing text is still legible.
EFFECT #2 - HALF / HALF
This effect can be made from a combination of both transparent and solid colours. Great for split releases. 
The best combinations are two contrasting opaque, or two contrasting transparent colours. However most 
combinations should work well, so please discuss with  your account manager. Please be aware, on rare 
occasions there can be a sound quality disparity as playback crosses one colour to the other. 
EFFECT #3 - COLOUR IN COLOUR
Another two colour effect. This option produces a totally random effect on each side of the record. Please be 
aware that we cannot guarantee that both colours will be visible on both sides of the record. Also note that 
darker colours can dominate lighter colours, so we recommend making the darker one the small central one. 
It is best to use a transparent colour for the outside and a solid colour for the inside. 
If you opt for two solid colours, the results are not guaranteed and could end up looking like side A/B effect. 
This effect is not available for 7” vinyl, unless you use a specifically smaller centre label, otherwise the effect 
can be hidden under the standard sized labels.
EFFECT #4 - SIDE A/ SIDE B
Also known as swirl, merge or mix. Along with splatters, this is by far the most popular effect and gives a 
totally unique appearance for every single pressing. We generally advise that colours are chosen from the 
solid range, but some transparent colours do work too!  
If using this effect for 7” vinyl, we would recommend using smaller centre labels to ensure the effect is as 
visible as possible.
EFFECT #5 - TRI-COLOUR (120° Segments or stripes)
Also known as swirl, merge or mix. Along with splatters, this is by far the most popular effect and gives a 
totally unique appearance for every single pressing. We generally advise that contrasting colours are chosen 
from the solid range, but some transparent colours do work too! 
If using this effect for 7” vinyl, we would recommend using smaller centre labels to ensure the effect is as 
visible as possible.
EFFECT #6 - QUAD  
This effect uses two or three colours to create four segments around the vinyl. This type of record can be 
made from any combination of both solid and transparent colours.
Again, on rare occasions there may be a sound quality disparity as playback crosses one colour to the other. 
If choosing 3 colours, please specify the order and which colour will be used twice. Colours can merge at the 
transition.
This effect can cause fine cracks or wrinkles to form on the label at the point of colour transition.  
Not possible to add splatters. 
EFFECT #7 - TWISTED STRIPE
An interesting and diverse effect, made by laying a twisted snake like puck across any base colour. 
It is recommended to use contrasting solid colours to make the effect stand out as much as possible, and 
the size of the central stripe is dependent on the combination of colours used. It is not recommended to 
use a solid base with transparent twist as the twist may not be visible on both sides of the record. The effect 
may not always look like a small stripe across the record as some combinations of colours will create larger, 
morphing and entangled shapes as the various colours cross each other. 
Not possible to add splatters. 
Available on 12” only.
EFFECT #8 - MARBLE
A set range of striking colour combinations are available to produce this effect. Other colour
combinations may be achievable so please check with your contact to see if the combination of
colours you would like are possible.
Available on 10” and 12”.

EFFECT #9 - STARBURST 
Similar in outcome to side the A/B effect or colour in colour, this effect is made by placing 3 pucks on top of 
each other. It is possible to use combinations of solid and transparent colours, but we generally advise solid 
contrasting colours to ensure all are as visible as possible. 
Tip: Use a combination of primary colours which can mix to make even more colours. 
This effect is not available for 7” vinyl, unless you specifically use smaller central labels. 
Not possible to add splatters.
EFFECT #10 - ECO MIX / LUCKY DIP
For those on a budget and/or who wish to minimise ecological impact, for the same price as black vinyl you 
can have a completely Lucky Dip vinyl colour made using recycled materials! 
What colour will it be? It’s impossible to say. You cannot request a specific colour and we cannot predict 
it before it arrives on your doorstep! But we can tell you that the results are unique, not to mention eco-
friendly! 
One of the most interesting aspects of the Lucky Dip vinyl colour option is that in most cases the final 
product will feature a marbled effect where it has been mixed with other colours.
EFFECT #11 - CORNETTO
This effect can have up to six wedges. For best results, we recommend a solid base colour plus solid wedge 
colours, or a transparent base colour with transparent wedges though a contrasting darker solid will work too. 
We generally do not recommend choosing a solid base colour with transparent wedge colours. Please be 
aware that the effect might only be visible on one side, and the other side will be random and unpredictable. 
If you choose a transparent base colour plus a solid wedge colour, the solid colour may flood the transparent 
colour, especially if having five or six wedges.
Not possible to add splatters.
EFFECT #12 - GALAXY
Very similar to our Marble effect, except with deeper colour diffusion due to increased composite ratios used 
during production. It is not possible to have splatters on top of this effect; two or three colours can be used 
though, and we advise contrasting colours for best results. We do not recommend using a combination of 
transparent colours. 
Not possible to add splatters. 
Available on 12” only.
EFFECT #13 - SPINNER
A similar effect to Cornetto, here you will see three spokes which works best with a combination of a lighter 
and darker colour; we advise a transparent base colour with solid or transparent spokes. If two solid colours 
are used, the effect will not be visible enough from both sides.  
You can add up to two splatters to the second colour (not the base colour) 
Available on 12” only.
EFFECT #14 - TRIPLE-BUTTONS
Yet another two colour effect that again works best as a combination of a lighter colour and a contrasting 
darker colour. The best colour combination to use is a transparent base with a solid middle colour. It can also 
work with two transparent colours but it is important to use contrasting colours. It is not recommended to 
use a solid base and transparent middle colour. 
Not possible to add splatters. 
Available on 12” only.
EFFECT #15 - MOON PHASE
The final two colour effect that yet again works best as a combination of a lighter colour and contrasting 
darker colour; this one can also be adorned with additional splatter colours. It is not recommended to use a 
solid body colour with transparent moons, or a solid base colour and solid moons, as the effect will not be 
visible enough from both sides.  
 Available on 12” only.
EFFECT #16 - BUTTERFLY
Last of the three colour effects, it is essentially very similar to Quad, but with a thinner bulging centre to 
give the impression of wings. A combination of solid and transparent colours can be used, we recommend 
a light transparent base colour (body), with a darker second colour (wings). It is not recommended to use a 
solid body colour with transparent wings, as the effect may not be visible form both sides. You can have a 
maximum of two splatter colours added to the second colour (not the base colour). 
Available on 12” only.

EFFECT #17 - GLOW IN THE DARK
Glow in the dark (GID) vinyl is available as a #14 or #15 clear base with added GID pigment. The GID pigment 
is a powder that turns the clear records milky white in the daylight, with a green glow in the dark. When 
viewed against the light, it is possible to observe a lack of colour spill which is caused by the luminous 

pigment. Added splatters are possible on this effect.
EFFECT #18 - CLOUDY
The cloudy effect offers a liquid like feel, which is created by merging a clear compound with two other 
colours (transparent ones work best). The first additional colour determines the overall colour of the record 
and the second colour determines the cloudy look. Please discuss the combination of colours carefully with 
your account manager.
Added splatters are possible on this effect.
COMBO EFFECTS
Why not get creative and use a combination of effects such as Half & Half or Side A/B plus some splatters? 
Send us your ideas and our colour gurus shall predict the results. 
OTHER OPTIONS  
For an alternatively striking record, consider one of our other options – picture discs, shaped records, etched 
discs, screen or digital UV printed records or even flexi discs. The run-out grooves can also be etched with 
up to 60 characters, perfect for leaving a message to your listeners or simply adding your catalogue number 
and or record title.
MORE ABOUT COLOUR
The production vinyl compound is a Polyvinyl chloride acetate (PVCA) made in house at the plant
using their own special award-winning formula of raw material. The base material used is a powdered
copolymer of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate which is combined in a fluid mixer with additives such
as stabilizers and lubricants.
Classic black records are made from a special black carbon, while coloured records are produced
using basic colours. Some colours are a mixture of basic dyes.
COLOUR DISCLAIMER
Please be aware of potential audio problems when ordering #15 ultra-clear, #17 Slade Boot Silver and #18 
Gold Digger. There is a risk that problems, such as audible clicks, will be present on the final pressed vinyl 
(even if not present on test pressings, as TP’s are supplied on the black vinyl compound only). The reason 
for this is down to the compound material of these colours. Much of the time these issues can be disguised 
by the music, but we cannot guarantee this until the records are actually pressed. It is a small risk but can 
happen and it is your risk to take.
EFFECT DISCLAIMER 
Sadly, there can always be audible issues on coloured vinyl with effects. Compared to black and
frosted clear vinyl the colour compounds do have a degrading effect on audio quality and effects
can cause audible clicks or pops and added hiss/surface noise. Sometimes it can be the specific
combination of certain colours and effects that cause issues and it is not possible for us to know until
the records are pressed, unless we have done that specific combination before.
Because of the nature of coloured vinyl compounds homogenous or heterogeneous structure, in
cases of multicoloured configurations the combinations of different types of coloured compound
can mean the audio quality may be affected in random and unpredictable ways, this may also vary
across an entire run.
If in any doubt we recommend black vinyl for optimum sound quality.
ORDER OF AUDIO QUALITY
The quality of audio is best with standard weight black, then heavy weight black, standard weight colour, 
heavy weight colour, then vinyl with effects and finally Picture Discs. Marble can have audible clicks or pops 
caused by the way they are pressed and ultra-clear, silver and gold can also have some audible quality issues 
caused by the properties of the vinyl compound.
Standard weight is better because of the pressing process and how the material is distributed, it ensures 
optimum pressure and temperature when the records are pressed. The reason for this is that during the 
development of vinyl pressing all the processes involved were based on standard weight 140g black vinyl. 
People prefer heavy weight for several reasons. Firstly, because it is a common misconception that the more 
something costs the better the quality. Due to this common misconception, as well as the fact they are 
weightier and therefore feel like more of a premium product, people can sell the records at higher prices to 
end users. Also, as they are less flimsy, they are often better for DJs and mixing.
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